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It’s A Whole New World: Make Money In 2007 
 

 
The market has returned to reality, and that reality is more competitive than ever.  Now is the time 
to insure that you are in the right place with the right product with the right pricing and the right 
sales and marketing tools to maximize sales. 
 
Success in any company is predicated on the ability of the organization to master the 5 Basics 
Principles of Marketing:  

 
People         Place         Product         Price        Promotion 

 
The key to not only staying in business in 2007 but thriving is how one implements each of these 
fundamental principles in a new and challenging world of residential homebuilding. It takes 
innovation, accountability, and focus to overcome a market place that is, at the very least, overbuilt 
and lacking an overwhelming demand component. We will share cutting edge ideas that not only 
guarantee your competition will sit up and take notice, but will increase your market share, and  
profit margins.  

 
The best way to predict your future is to create it. 
 
Success Formula:  Outstanding Team + Unwavering Commitment to Service and Quality + 
Intelligent Performance and Attention to Detail = Extraordinary Value 
 
1.     PEOPLE 

 
It is essential that all team members are playing by the same play book.  You need a written 
corporate strategy and a written development and marketing strategy for each community to which 
every member of the team has agreed (employees and outside contractors).  

 
 WHAT IS YOUR USP - YOUR COMPETITIVE EDGE?   

 
In most major metro areas all the major national and regional builders are competing head-to-head 
and the housing product is virtually the same.   Why would a consumer choose your product over 
another? 
 
To achieve success, you must provide at least one major reason to choose your home over that of 
another builder.  This “unique selling proposition” may be oriented to either price or value but 
must be specific to your homes.  Perhaps it is your company’s small size and personal attention that 
allows you to provide incomparable customer service as you, personally, are involved in each sale. 

    
Make sure it is both unique and relevant.  If the customer doesn’t care it really doesn’t matter how 
unique it is. 
 
Have you established a specific superior position in any market segment, and how far have you 
stayed from this strength to pursue growth? 

 
 INTERNAL TEAM: HAVE YOU EVALUATED YOUR INTERNAL TEAM TO 

ASSURE MAXIMIZED PERFORMANCE?  
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Sales and Marketing        Construction        Quality Assurance 

 
It is paramount for every member of your company to know, and clearly understand the 
company’s strategic plan both long range and short range. It is equally important that team 
members believe the objectives can be accomplished.  They must also have tactical solutions for 
meeting those goals regardless of market conditions. Plan A – Plan B. 

 
 TRAIN AND RETRAIN YOUR SALES STAFF 

 
• Unfortunately, we all became complacent in the good market and they may well have 

forgotten the “basics”.  Take the time and spend the money to provide ongoing regular 
training for the sales staff.  In addition to the normal weekly training meetings, have them 
take (or retake) the CSP program, send them to seminars, buy the books and videos.  Make 
certain you are getting every possible sale. Your sales team might be your most valuable 
asset in this market. 

• You must know what your sales people are saying to YOUR Customers. Have them 
shopped regularly to watch for slippage in skill development. 

• Whether you hire a marketing team or manage from within you, the builder, must monitor, 
and hold accountable those who are in charge of your revenue and your future. No excuses. 

• Fully utilize your sales staff - No one knows the market better than your sales staff and their 
knowledge is critical to your success.  Have them review the community plan, the home 
designs, the features and pricing on an ongoing basis, making necessary revisions 
accordingly.  Be sure you listen to them and utilize recommendations when their ideas and 
suggestions are problem solving solutions. 

• The best way to motivate salespeople is to involve them in every aspect of the business and 
not only listen to but understand their concerns. 

 
 HIRE AND RETAIN THE BEST: REPLACE MEDIOCRITY 

 
“It has been said that a company is known by the weakest link on the team.” 
 
It all starts with recruiting the very best. Whether you are involved in the daily management of 
your sales team or delegate this to others one thing is certain you MUST be involved in every hiring 
decision. Literally millions of dollars of your money is at stack here. Every company has a 
corporate culture, attitude, image, and market position unique and separate from others. Your 
sales personal must fit into that mode with ease and understanding. 
 
As we move from a fluid market back to the more normal business of building, selling, and 
delivering residential housing many team members will fall away. Often those who only know a 
strong selling atmosphere cannot or will not survive in a market that calls everyone accountable to 
produce their best, every day. Creating sales is a very different job skill than managing sales and 
escrows. Unfortunately, for business to flourish one does not have the luxury of waiting for them to 
catch on and catch up. It is best to let them go early and quickly. 
 

 NEIGHBORHOOD TEAM MEETINGS ARE POWERFUL. 
 
So many organizations meet functionally (sales in one meeting, production in another), and merely 
complain about the team members in the other meeting. Why not move to neighborhood meetings 
rather than functional meetings? 
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 OPEN NEIGHBORHOOD FINANCIAL BOOKS. 

 
If you are worried about the financials make sure you share those concerns and issues with the 
team in detail. When the team understands financial concerns, and issues they will be empowered 
to offer solutions as well as pull together to work within any limitations.  Utilize the creativity and 
brilliance of your entire team for support in overcoming difficult situations.  
 
 

 EXTERNAL TEAM SUPPORT: HAVE YOU CREATED A TEAM WITH YOUR 
EXTERNAL SERVICE PROVIDORS SO THAT THEY ARE CREATING AND 
PRODUCING THE ABSOLUTE BEST THAT THEY CAN? 

 
Land Planners         Architects           Merchandisers         Advertising 

Researchers and Strategists            Public Relations 
Construction Subcontractors and Suppliers  

 
Are your construction subcontractors and suppliers truly “partners”? Utilize marketing materials 
and training opportunities vendors. Share advertising expenses and assistance with model 
merchandising with vendors. 
 
There is a plethora of research alliances to assist in marketing research in order to define your 
target market, such as Web site contacts from Census, NAHB Forecast, Claritas, VALS.  Do not 
forget to use buyers and Realtors’ for primary data. They can supply you with a wealth of 
information in focus groups. 
 

 THE“OTHER”AND MOST IMPORTANT PEOPLE (YOUR CUSTOMERS) 
 

Know your customer: Deliver what the customer expects + 10%. 
 

• “Zero defect homes” are the minimal acceptable standard today! No excuses. 
• Understanding the market is essential to satisfying their needs, and making the sale. 
• Gather the knowledge you need to make an intelligent decision - perform quarterly strategy 

updates for each community to determine the strength of the market and who is buying 
(and who is not): 

• Permits What is being built? Look at annexation and zoning approvals for what is in the 
pipeline. Both units and product type is a need to know. 

• Sales New and Resale’s:  New - what is selling {style, features, design, price, value}, where, 
why {the big question!}, who is buying;  Resale’s -  look for changes in time on market, 
months supply, sales price as a percentage of asking price - resale housing activity leads new 
home sales activity, and is a valid predictor) 

 
 POSITIVE POSITION IN THE MARKET: 

 
• Competitive Positioning:  How do you stack up regarding location, design, choice, price, 

value?   Sometimes you are not the best person to do the self evaluation.  
• Economic Factors What is the health of the local economy? Employment growth- both 

numbers of jobs and type of jobs to determine trends and lifestyle/income.  
• Analyze your own positioning versus prior years.  Use the retail tool and analyze “same 

store sales”.   
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• Check your performance - exit surveys and other satisfaction surveys.  How do your 
customers see you? How do your competitors see you? Is your company philosophy, mission 
statement, and business image on target? 

 
2. Place 
  
OK, you thought that the boom was going to continue forever and you continued to buy land that 
today does not look quite as good as it did two years ago.  Perhaps the cost was high; perhaps the 
location was less than superior. 
 
Additionally, with the market having slowed, sales per community have declined to a point where 
overhead (G&A) is totally out of whack and there are insufficient funds available to support the 
advertising and promotion needed at normal budgets. 
 

 NOW IS THE TIME TO EVALUATE EACH SITE “FROM SCRATCH” Zero 
Based Budgeting   

 
Consider closing communities that are not operating profitably - cash flow and balance sheet may 
improve dramatically. 
 
Consider out-sourcing sales and marketing at the tail end of the development if the operation is 
marginal. 
 
Analyze the impact on profitability and cash flow of deep discounts to close-out jobs or generate 
velocity to match construction efficiency. 
 
Investigate terminating land options and phased takedowns or renegotiating - perhaps the land 
seller needs to become a joint venture partner and share the risk. 
 
In the last growth spurt, you may well have expanded to the point where you are cannibalizing your 
own sales. 
 

 FOR THE “GOOD” JOBS, DETERMINE THE SALES PACE YOU NEED TO 
OPERATE EFFECTIVELY AND THE COST TO REACH THAT GOAL. 

 
Now may provide the perfect time to purchase a good piece of land or enter a community where the 
“big boys” are located, thus saving on advertising and promotion. 
 
Build in multi-product planned communities with developer marketing. Take advantage of the 
marketing services provided by the professional community developers, and the cash flow benefits 
as well as “shared risk”.  They sell their communities through extensive advertising and promotion 
and all builders therein are on an equal footing. 
 

 PUT YOUR BEST FOOT FORWARD – STARTING WITH THE OUTSIDE:  
It is a well known fact that the emotional buying impact for the customer starts with their first 
impression as they enter a neighborhood. Do a reality check. What can you do to physically 
enhance your locations?  
 

• Develop the “WOW” Experience factor in your neighborhood. Landscaping is the least and 
most effective money spent. Create a sense of arrival and exclusivity. 
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• Entry statements, water features, fences, gates, avenue of trees, flowers, colors, or stone will 
enhance positive feelings. 

• Value Index each lot for sun orientation, uniqueness, vistas, views,  & size to maximize the 
price  

• Try to market the best sites last. Create momentum pricing 
• Regularly create excitement and freshness from the outside. 
• Accelerate amenities; promote amenities near your neighborhood. 
• Bring the joy of the outside into the presentation 
• Partner with local business and charities to promote locations – Parade of Homes, Toys for 

Tots pick up location at your sites. 
• Sponsor a school or special school program – ‘Safe Halloween for children’ 
• Solve existing issues immediately. 
• Keep construction sites clear of trash and debris 
• Utilize your signs for maximum urgency impact  
• Consider ‘cleaning up’ the approach to your site if it is negative. 

 
 WATCH FOR LAND DEALS – SOME OPPORTUNITIES EXIST 

 
Large public builders are walking from land commitments. They are now attempting to bring their 
controlled land down from eight years to a more realistic four years. In many of these cases they 
are walking from 20% deposits. As a result the owner could extend the discount to a new buyer. 

 
Large land deals are problematic for the small builder. Work together. Make these deals into 
separate neighborhoods or find compatible “partner builders” to make these deals real for you. 

 
Find new land niches by assembling land in close in locations. 

 
Continue to be cautious with overpriced land – land sellers are often the last to realize a down turn 
in the market – thus keeping their prices too high, too long. Be patience – the prices are coming 
down. 
 
3. Product (Home and Sites): 
 

 LOOK AT YOUR PRODUCT, BOTH ON ITS OWN MERITS AND BASED ON 
THE COMPETITION, TO CREATE SOMETHING NEW AND DIFFERENT. 

• “New”sells and “Better” sells.  Take the time to make your homes both new and better. 
• CREATE A “SIGNATURE” FEATURE FOR YOUR HOMES 
• If you have not changed or updated your plans in the last year or so you may already be 

suffering obsolescence.  
• Spend time at trade shows discovering new and exciting product to add to your homes. 
• Make your homes stand out from the competition by including at least one special feature 

that the competition lacks.  Use that feature as the introduction to a quality story about you, 
the builder, to differentiate you from the large production builders. 

 
 HOME TECHNOLOGY IS THE NEW “GRANITE”!  IRM RESEARCH 

PROJECT FOCUSED ON   HOME TECHNOLOGY INTEGRATION. 
 

Consider a “technology concierge” to make your customers comfortable with your wifi. They can 
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add technology options to their purchases in the design centers.  As we continue to build throughout 
the 21st century technology will be a driving force to move people from existing homes to new 
homes.  This may be a builder’s greatest competitive edge.  
 

 TIPS TO KEEP YOUR PRODUCT ON TOP: 
 

• Consider multiple garage solutions on the same street. Front loaded, court yard, rear 
loaded tandem, etc. It provides depth of offering and most importantly a “custom” street 
scape. 

• Consider taking a couple of dollars per square foot from the interior and sizzle the outside 
of your homes. Exterior architecture that is exciting, unique, and beautiful will attract more 
buyers. Remember it is your differences that gabs them not your similarities to other 
homes. 

• Make sure you straddle the demographic line whenever possible with your product mix. 
Offer 1st floor owners suites, dual owner suites, his and her home office, children study 
lounge, and other flexible options. 

• Salespeople must demonstrate home sites and homes (construction or showcase) every time 
all the time, and narrow down to select for product acceptance. 

• Reduce number of show homes, but do one very well to show off your skills and unique 
ability. 

 
4. Price (Value/ Strategy): 
 

 YOU MUST CREATE A PRICING STRATEGY FOR YOUR COMMUNITY  
 
If you are the price builder there must be a meaningful and visible price advantage, which should 
be promoted to generate qualified prospect traffic.  The “price” position in the market does not 
necessarily translate to lower profit.   
 
Available features (options and upgrades) provide additional profit opportunities through your 
design studio.  Just make certain that your upgrades do not price your buyers out of the market. 
 
If you seek the “value” position, you must include features and detailing that the price builder does 
not.  And those features must be what the customers want, as defined by your sales team and 
confirmed by consumer surveys and focus groups. 
 
Have you provided a proper pricing spread between the models and with the options so that the 
target market is completely satisfied?  If not, the traffic will look elsewhere. 
 

 PRICING STRATEGIES MUST INCLUDE ALL THE COMPONENTS TO BE 
SUCCESSFUL: 

 
Staging - pre opening, grand opening, Phase 1, Phase 2, closeout.  Initial pricing is geared to 
generate immediate sales and create credibility.  Ongoing pricing with staged opportunistic 
increases solidifies existing sales and creates urgency.  Closeout pricing with special incentives gets 
you out of the job in a timely manner, and on to a new opportunity. 
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Balancing inventory - proper pricing spread between models and home site types reviewed 
regularly and adjusted as required to balance sales.   Limit options to stay within the price points of 
the market.   

 
 EXPAND YOUR OFFERINGS 

 
Add a home at the bottom and the top of your current neighborhood offering to increase the 
market to which the neighborhood appeals. 
 
Add a home at very different value ratios both low and high to provide additional breadth of 
appeal. 

 
 COUNTERING THE INCENTIVE GAME. DEAL OR NO DEAL 

 
Pricing should be “offensive” not “defensive.”  A planned program should keep you ahead of the 
cost curve Make sure your salespeople know the art of negotiating, and how to sell against the ‘wall 
street builder dump’. Make sure they know why one should never (if at all possible) lower base 
prices without a justified reason such as pre-model openings or closings with selection limitations.        

The Truth about Incentives: 
• Devalues The Neighborhood 
• Evidence that Builder may be In Financial Trouble 
• Indication the builder may be ready to sell out 
• Product mix may be downsized in the future. 
• High probability that if you buy now prices will continue to decline. 
• Up and down marketing driven pricing (Checker Board) has no relationship to value of 

product. 
 
Beware of greed and ego. If you have you pushed prices beyond what your primary identifiable 
customer base can afford you may need to ‘package’ some value added incentives. Try first to do 
that with terms and conditions – a little financial or closing assistance. Dropping base prices can be 
deadly. 
 
Consider offering a few included features as options and luxury appointments, especially those that 
are not feature ‘musts’ for your market.  Determine your most popular upgrades and consider 
including them to show more value. 
 
5. Promotion (Target &Tactic): 
 

 BALANCE YOUR MEDIA MIX 
 
Intelligently reach your target market through a variety of advertising media.  In addition to the 
standard print placement in the newspaper or new home magazine, investigate additional print 
opportunities, outdoor (billboards, bus benches and “snipe” signs”), direct mail, electronic 
(television, radio) and personal outreach programs. Reserve dollars within your budget to test new 
approaches. You must stand out from the competition. 
 
There are viable target markets (demographics and psychographics) for each community and each 
home that must be identified and analyzed and the advertising, merchandising, promotion and sales 
philosophy and tactics geared specifically thereto 
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 MARKETING BUDGET: 
 
• Have you adjusted your advertising budget and the sales process to reflect the realities of 

the information age - 70% of all homebuyers have been on the internet and pre-qualified 
themselves  before they ever come out to your sales office?  And those internet leads are 
“return visitors” when they arrive at the sales office the first time. In most cases they 
already have a preferred plan and certainly a strong motivation for leaving their computer 
and visiting your neighborhood. 

• Publicize your accomplishments, awards, events, charitable contributions and community 
involvement. Step up your Public Relations Campaign. Third party testimonials can be 
more effective and cost less. 

• Schedule and publicize regular price increases 
• Do not be afraid of the current market - use price increases to stimulate sales by planning a 

regularly implemented program of increases throughout the development.  Your sales staff 
will use these increases to motivate a pending purchaser and you will demonstrate an 
increasing home value to prospects and purchasers. 

• Have another grand opening –schedule a grand finale party when near close out. 
• Nothing stimulates sales more than a grand opening so plan to promote them on a regular 

basis.   
• Phasing the development, introducing a new model, adding additional features all are valid 

reasons to throw another grand opening.  
• Celebrate a ‘happening’ every week. – A buyer moving in, the merchandiser completed a 

new model, a special of the week. “Specials” work if they are targeted and reasonable.  
Everyone wants a good “deal”.  Everyone likes to get in on the ground floor.  Everyone likes 
a “choice”.  Intelligent   promotion will generate traffic.  

 
 ONE PERSON’S MOTIVATION MAY NOT WORK FOR EVERYONE 

• This is a “buyers market”, realize that, and save some room for point-of-sale negotiating. 
Give your sales staff a negotiating allowance 

• Don’t advertise or promote incentives that you can afford to give, instead give an allowance 
to your sales staff to use as a closing tool so they can structure an individual incentive to 
each buyer’s needs.  Build that cost into your pricing structure and, to be certain that it is 
utilized to make a sale and not just given away, give the sales person a bonus on any portion 
of the incentive not utilized. 

• Consider ‘splitting’ the difference saved with salespeople and see how much they save you. 
This can be a good test as to how strong their negotiating skills are. “Never give anything 
away ‘at the front door’.” 

 
 IDEAS FOR PROMOTIONAL CONSIDERATION 

• Consider “premature” web pages for new neighborhoods. Collect registrations. Keep them 
updated on community progress. Open with a registrant only event. These may be more 
powerful than premature presales when the community is an ugly duck. 

• Make intangibles tangible. If you are promoting “free options” distribute a “credit card” to 
be used at the design center. Consider the card as a mailer to some prospects. 

• Work your selection center. Open it to prospects at certain days and times. Prepare to tour 
them. 

 
“Success is neither magical nor mysterious. Success is the natural consequence 

of consistently applying basic fundamentals.” 


